The following changes have been made in exhibition dates at the Museum of Modern Art for the next few months:

**PAINTINGS FROM PRIVATE COLLECTIONS:** Opens June 1 (instead of May 25), on view through September 5. Approximately 160 paintings selected by Alfred H. Barr, Jr., Director of Museum Collections, from the collections of friends of the Museum. Planned to complement "Paintings from the Museum Collection" exhibition which opened the Museum's 25 Anniversary Year. Several important new gifts will be announced during the exhibition. Includes many pictures not shown here before. Entire second floor.

**TEXTILES AND ORNAMENTAL ARTS OF INDIA:** Extended through July 31 (instead of closing June 12)

**BUILT IN LATIN AMERICA:** Opens November 23 (instead of June 29) on the third floor instead of first floor. Outstanding examples of recent Latin American architecture, selected by Henry-Russell Hitchcock.